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1. Project Goal

Molecular communication is a biologically inspired 
networking paradigm for communication among biological 
nanomachines (nanomachines in short). Nanomachines are 
small scale devices that exist in nature or are artificially 
synthesized from biological materials. Some examples 
of nanomachines found in nature are biological cells, 
molecular motors that produce mechanical work, and 
biochemical molecules, complexes, circuits capable of 
processing chemical signals, while examples of artificially 
synthesized nanomachines are synthetic molecules, 
genetically engineered cells, artificial cells, or bio-silicon 
hybrid devices that are programmed to produce intended 
biochemical reactions. 
In molecular communication, information is encoded 
to and decoded from molecules, rather than electrons or 
electromagnetic waves (Figure 1). Since nanomachines are 
made of biological materials and not amenable to traditional 
communication means (i.e., electrons or electromagnetic 
waves), molecular communication provides mechanisms 
for nanomachines to communicate by propagating 
molecules that represent information. Molecular 
communication allows networking of nanomachines 
(Table 1) and potentially enables new applications in 
various domains including the health (e.g., nanomedicine 
and tissue engineering), environment (e.g., monitoring and 
quality control), ICT (e.g., implantable biological sensor 
and actuator networks), and military (e.g., biochemical 
sensing).
One of the research challenges in molecular communication 
is to integrate individual nanomachines into a working 
system that robustly and stably functions. The goal of this 
project is therefore to design and develop an architecture of 
molecular communication with a set of standard protocols, 
which provides common communication functionalities. 

This is similar to computer networks where the standard 
(i.e., the Internet protocol suite) defines common 
communication mechanisms and plays a critical role to 
facilitate the application development.

Figure 1. Molecular communication architecture. In its basic 
form, senders and receivers communicate through five phases 
of communication; encoding, sending, propagation, receiving, 

and decoding.

Table 1. Telecommunication and molecular communication
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2. Technical breakthrough

The project has identified four networking mechanisms, 
or communication functionalities that will be useful for a 
wide range of applications of molecular communication, 
including mechanisms for (1) signal amplification, (2) 
distance measurement [4], (3) addressing [3], and (4) in-
sequence molecule delivery [2].
● Signal amplifier or repeater design: A commonly 

observed issue in molecular communication is concerned 
with the attenuation of signal levels over distance. This is 
commonly observed since molecular communication in 
most cases relies on diffusion of information molecules 
and thus the signal level (e.g., the concentration of 
information molecules) decreases as the distance from 
the sender increases. To overcome this issue, repeater 
nanomachines that amplify information molecules are 
designed and placed between a sender and the receiver, 
where information molecules released by the sender 
are amplified by the intermediate repeaters to reach the 
receiver (Figure 2).

● Distance measurement [4]: In molecular communication, 
distance is an important factor affecting various 
communication performances (e.g., delay) and a 
mechanism for measuring distance becomes useful for 
various applications. For instance, distance information 
may be useful for a self-organization application where 
nanomachines arrange to be certain distances from one 
another. In this project, several protocols for distance 
measurement using diffusion of molecules have been 
designed and investigated analytically and through 
simulation in terms of accuracy, delay, and efficiency.

● Addressing [3]: Addressing is a mechanism for a 
sender to specify a receiver. (Recall from computer 
networks that a MAC or IP address is used in the link 
layer or network layer, respectively, for this purpose.) 
For molecular communication, this project has 
developed an addressing mechanism by establishing 
a coordinate system based on statically positioned 
beacons (Figure 3). In this system, nanomachines can 
perform localization by measuring the distance to the 
beacons using the distance measurement protocols 
described above. The receiver location is described 
by distances to several beacons and a mobile carrier 
capable of distance measurement (e.g. a bacterium) 
transports information to the location described by the 
distances. For example, the environment contains three 

beacons each transmitting a different attractant. A sender 
releases a bacterium which targets moving to a location 
which has specific concentrations of each beacon. At a 
given location, the bacterium measures the difference 
in concentration to each the three target concentrations. 
If the sum of the differences is increasing (i.e. the 
bacterium is probably moving away from the receiver) 
the bacterium randomizes its direction more often. If the 
sum of the differences is decreasing (i.e. the bacterium 
is moving towards the receiver) then the bacterium is 
more likely to continue in the same direction. Over time, 
the bacterium is likely to arrive at the location specified 
by the coordinates.

● In-sequence molecule delivery [2]: As described 
briefly, molecular communication in most cases relies 
on diffusion or random walk of information molecules, 
in which case information molecules likely to arrive 
at the receiver in different order that they have been 
transmitted by the sender. The order of arrival of 
molecules may affect how the receiver reacts in some 
molecular communication applications and therefore, 
in this project, several approaches for increasing the 
chance of in-sequence molecule delivery have been 
investigated through analytical and simulation studies.

In addition, the project has developed a computing system 
based on molecular communication [5]. The project has 
also produced an introductory overview paper [6] and a 
comprehensive survey paper on bio-inspired networking 
including molecular communication [1].
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Figure 2. Signal amplifier design and simulation studies. (A) Impact of the sender-receiver distance (d) on the signal level observed 
at the receiver. (B) Impact of placing repeaters between the sender and receiver. The repeaters amplify signal levels, so that signal 
levels are maintained during propagation. (C) Biological mechanisms exploited to implement a signal amplification mechanism 
for molecular communication (i.e., IP3 receptors and calcium-induced-calcium release mechanism). (D) A snapshot from 2D 
simulation, showing how molecular signals propagate from the sender (on the center) to others. (E) Simulation studies investigate 
the impact of model parameters on the propagation distance. 

Figure 3. An example of addressing and simulation results. (A) An example set up for addressing, including one receiver and three 
beacons, where it is assumed that the senders (not shown) need to deliver molecules to the receiver. The receiver in this system 
is addressed by a set of distances to the three beacons. (B) The molecules are delivered by an active transporter which propels 
toward the receiver by measuring distances to the three beacons. (C) Simulation studies investigate the impact of the number of 
beacons in terms of success rate and delay. 
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3. Innovative Applications 

In the long run, there are many domains that molecular 
communication may impact, including the ICT (e.g., 
unconventional computing, biomolecular computing, 
biological body sensor networks), environment (e.g., 
environmental monitoring and quality control), NEMS/
MEMS (Nano/Micro Electromechanical Systems) (e.g., lab-
on-a-chips and micro-total-analysis-systems) and military 
(e.g., biochemical sensing), and its application range as 
well as social impacts are broad. One such application is 
depicted in Figure 4 where molecular communication is 
applied to distributed molecular computing. Here molecular 
communication provides a communication mechanism for 
soft nanomachines that are not capable of communication 
via a traditional communication means (i.e., computational 
devices made of biological mechanisms and materials). 
Soft nanomachines in this example communicate 
though molecular communication and are able to 
perform distributed and larger-scale computing. Figure 5 
illustrates another application scenario where molecular 
communication is applied to medical domains. Since bio-
nanomachines and molecular communication are made 
of bio-compatible mechanisms and materials, molecular 
communication systems may be deployed in a human body 
to interact with cells, tissues and organs for the purpose 
of health monitoring. In addition, nanomachines with 
molecular communication capabilities may self-organize 
to form a three dimensional functional structure for the 
purpose of regenerative medicine and biomedical studies. It 
is however noted that, although many new applications are 
anticipated, the research on molecular communication is in 
its infancy and there exist a number of research issues that 
need to be addressed before the molecular communication 
is applied to real products and applications. 

4. Academic Achievement

Research results are published in two international journals 
including a top journal in computer science and engineering 
(IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics). 
Research results are also presented at a workshop co-located 
with IEEE INFOCOM 2011, a top conference in computer 
networks. In addition, I’m invited to write a survey paper 
for the ACM/Springer Wireless Networks Journal; and also 
involved in book writing on molecular communication to 
be published by Cambridge University Press.

5. Achievement in Talent Fostering

The project involved one post-doctoral researcher and one 
research assistant. Both of the researchers have been fully 
exposed to the interdisciplinary research area that integrates 
computer science, biological science and nanotechnology. 
The both researchers also had experiences of working with 
international researchers during the course of the project. 
In terms of publications, the post-doctoral researcher 
has published one journal paper and two conference 
papers, and has one paper in preparation for submission 
to a journal paper, while the research assistant is currently 
developing project ideas. Overall, the project provides an 
ideal environment where the both researchers are able to 
develop interdisciplinary research skills.

Figure 4. Distributed molecular computing where molecular 
communication provides a mechanism for soft nanomachines 

(e.g., devices made of biological materials).

Figure 5. Bio sensor actuator networks for health monitoring. 
Implant nanomachines molecular communicate with 
each other as well as cells. Nanomachines monitor the 
environment and perform necessary actions such as releasing 

drugs.
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6. Project Development

The experimental research related to the project is underway 
with the support from the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific 
Research from MEXT (Ministry of Education, Culture, 
Sports, Science and Technology), where the main goal is 
to implement and engineer nanomachines and molecular 
transport mechanisms. The theoretical research is also 
underway with the support from the Strategic Information 
and Communications R&D Promotion Programme 
(SCOPE) from MIC (Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications, Japan), in which the main goal is to 
develop physical models of molecular communication 
and investigate communication related performance of 
molecular communication.
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